Substrate Elasticity Regulates Skeletal Muscle Stem Cell Self-Renewal in Culture
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Freshly isolated muscle stem cells (MuSCs) exhibit robust
regenerative capacity in vivo that is rapidly lost in culture.
Using a bioengineered substrate to recapitulate key
biophysical and biochemical niche features in conjunction
with a novel highly automated single cell tracking
algorithm, we show that substrate elasticity is a potent
regulator of MuSC fate in culture. Unlike MuSCs on rigid
plastic dishes (~106 kPa), MuSCs cultured on soft
hydrogel substrates that mimic the elasticity of muscle (12
kPa) self-renew in vitro and contribute extensively to
muscle regeneration when subsequently transplanted into
mice and assayed histologically and quantitatively by
noninvasive bioluminescence imaging. Our studies
provide novel evidence that by recapitulating
physiological tissue rigidity, propagation of adult muscle
stem cells is possible, enabling future cell-based therapies
for muscle wasting diseases.
Many adult tissues harbor tissue-specific stem cells that have
remarkable regenerative capacity when freshly isolated, a
property that is rapidly lost once plated in culture. The muscle
microenvironment (niche) enables freshly isolated muscle
stem cells (MuSCs) to contribute extensively to skeletal
muscle regeneration when transplanted in mice (1–8). In
contrast, muscle stem cells grown on standard tissue culture
plastic lose “stemness” yielding progenitors with greatly
diminished regenerative potential (3, 7, 9) and therapeutic
potency (10). Indeed, the propagation of functional adult stem
cells, including MuSCs, is currently not possible in culture,
despite extensive research on biochemical signals.

Biophysical properties such as matrix rigidity are known
to alter the differentiation of cells in culture (11). Here, we
test the hypothesis that elastic modulus plays a crucial role in
muscle stem cell self-renewal and function in muscle
regeneration. We report that when MuSCs are cultured on a
substrate that mimics the rigidity of muscle tissue, they selfrenew to generate stem cell progeny that can potently repair
damaged muscle, establishing a paradigm for overcoming a
major roadblock to adult stem cell therapeutic utility.
To recapitulate muscle rigidity and uncouple biophysical
from biochemical effects, we engineered a tunable
polyethylene glycol (PEG) hydrogel platform. By altering the
percentage of PEG polymer in the precursor solution we
produced hydrogels with a range of rigidities (Fig. 1A and
1B, top) including a formulation that mimics the elastic
modulus of adult murine skeletal muscle (Fig. 1, A and C)
(12). Notably, polystyrene plastic traditionally used for cell
culture, has an elastic modulus of ~3 GPa, more than five
orders of magnitude stiffer than skeletal muscle (13).
Laminin, a component of the native MuSC niche, was
covalently crosslinked to the hydrogel network and used as an
adhesion ligand (Fig. 1B, bottom). To ensure that laminin
density and surface chemistry remained consistent between
hydrogel and plastic culture conditions, we generated gels
that do not swell post-polymerization (Fig. 1D and fig. S1)
and cast a thin layer of PEG hydrogel (≤1 μm) on the plastic
surface, allowing MuSCs to sense the stiffness of the plastic
beneath (see Supplemental Methods; fig. 1D) (12).
MuSCs were prospectively isolated (7) and analyzed at the
single cell level on pliant or stiff culture surfaces patterned
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with arrays of microwells (Fig. 1E) (14), because even when
FACS enriched, stem cell populations are inherently
heterogeneous (4, 6–8, 14, 15). Timelapse acquisition of
hundreds of single stem cells is possible using microwell
technology (14); however, analysis of the resulting immense
data sets remains a major challenge. To enable rapid analysis,
we developed a highly automated algorithm termed the
“Baxter Algorithm” (Supplemental Methods), which in
contrast to most commercially available software, is able to
track lineage relationships over multiple cell divisions. This
algorithm reduced data analysis time by ~90% with a mere
1% error rate.
The genealogic history of clones derived from a single cell
was established by timelapse acquisition and automated
tracking (Fig. 1E and Movie S1). MuSC velocity, increased
on stiff (120 μm/hr) compared to pliant (99 μm/hr) culture
substrates, (Fig. 1F, P < 0.0001), in agreement with previous
reports investigating cell lines (16). In addition, we observe
that cell area increases as cells duplicate their content,
returning to initial cell area after mitosis, further validating
our segmentation parameters (fig. S2).
MuSCs propagated on pliant hydrogel substrates do not
undergo the “crisis,” or massive cell death previously
reported in culture (9, 17). After one week of culture in soft
microwells, twice as many cells give rise to clones as
compared to cells cultured in rigid microwells (fig. S3).
Using the Baxter Algorithm we characterized this
phenomenon at the clonal level. On rigid substrates, the
overall cell number does not change over time because
division is offset by death; however, on pliant substrates
death is reduced and the total number of cells increases over
time (Fig. 1G and figs. S4 and S5). In both conditions, death
is not sudden; indeed it is independent of time and cell
division number (Fig. 1G and fig. S4). This data demonstrates
that culture on soft substrates augments MuSC survival.
Substrate rigidity also impacts gene expression, suggesting
that MuSC stemness is retained on soft surfaces. MuSCs
cultured for one week on soft substrates give rise to 3-fold
fewer cells that express Myogenin, a myogenic transcription
factor expressed by differentiated MuSCs, than MuSCs
cultured on rigid substrates (fig. S6). Timelapse analysis
excludes the possibility that gene expression differences are
due to differences in cell division, as we observe no
statistically significant difference in MuSC time to first
division (fig. S7) or time between divisions (fig. S8). In
addition, division rate is not different on pliant compared to
rigid substrates (fig. S9 and Supplemental Methods). These in
vitro studies demonstrate that substrate rigidity has no effect
on cell division rate in culture but prevents differentiation and
leads to increased cell numbers by enhancing viability.
To establish definitively that MuSCs cultured on pliant
substrates retain stemness, their function was assessed in

vivo. MuSCs were isolated from mice constitutively
expressing firefly luciferase (Fluc) (18) and green fluorescent
protein (GFP) and cultured for 7 days. Cells were harvested,
counted and cultured MuSC progeny were transplanted into
the tibialis anterior (TA) muscles of immunodeficient mice
depleted of endogenous MuSCs by 18Gy leg-irradiation (15,
19). We assayed donor cell behavior quantitatively over time
by non-invasive in vivo bioluminescence imaging (BLI) of
luciferase activity, which correlates with cell number (Fig.
2A) (7). The engraftment threshold that was set as the
bioluminescence value corresponding with histological
detection of donor derived myofibers (fig. S10). This in vivo
functional assay is critical for validating the stemness of
cultured MuSCs.
In vivo functional assays show that MuSCs cultured on
substrates matching the physiological modulus of muscle
tissue most potently retain stemness. Hydrogel substrates
were tuned to mimic the endogenous in vivo mechanical
properties of brain, muscle and cartilage (2, 12, or 42 kPa)
compared to polystyrene plastic (~106 kPa). In agreement
with previous reports (3, 7, 9), we observe markedly reduced
engraftment from MuSCs cultured on plastic (Fig. 2B).
Strikingly, the highest bioluminescent signals are obtained
from mice transplanted with MuSCs cultured on the most
pliant hydrogels, whereas both the extent and rate of
engraftment are decreased on the stiffest culture substrates
(Fig. 2B). Notably, the culture substrate that recapitulates
skeletal muscle elasticity (12 kPa) is the only condition that
leads to a statistically significant increase in the percentage of
mice with MuSC engraftment compared to tissue culture
plastic (Fig. 2C).
To determine the proportion of cultured cells with
engraftment potential, we cultured MuSCs for one week on
either soft or rigid substrates and then performed dilution
analysis. None of the mice transplanted with stem cells
cultured on a rigid plastic substrate exhibit a BLI signal above
the threshold of detection (Fig. 2D; red circles). By contrast,
engraftment occurs with 100% frequency when ≥1000
hydrogel-cultured (12 kPa) stem cells are transplanted (Fig.
2D; black circles), similar to freshly isolated cells (7).
Moreover, 10% of mice transplanted with only 10 hydrogel
cultured cells exhibit engraftment (Fig. 2E), on par with
transplantations of 10 freshly isolated cells (16%) (7).
MuSCs cultured on a substrate that mimics muscle tissue
exhibit dynamic proliferative behavior similar to freshly
isolated MuSCs when transplanted in vivo. Both cell
populations undergo a period of extensive proliferation that
ultimately plateaus and stabilizes when homeostasis is
achieved (Fig. 3A). Histology identifies GFP+ myofibers
resulting from regeneration in animals transplanted with
MuSCs that were freshly isolated or cultured on soft
substrates (Fig. 3B). While the engraftment rate of freshly
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isolated MuSCs (7) and those grown on soft substrates is
comparable (Fig. 2C), the extent of engraftment from cultured
MuSCs is not as robust as that of freshly isolated cells (Fig.
3A), suggesting that exposure to additional biochemical cues
in vitro may be required to recapitulate other key niche
components necessary for maximal function in vivo.
MuSCs cultured on soft substrates can home to their native
satellite cell niche upon transplantation into muscle, a
defining characteristic of freshly isolated MuSCs (3, 7).
MuSCs isolated from mice expressing LacZ under the
regulation of the Myf5 promoter (20) were cultured on soft
hydrogel and subsequently transplanted into mice. Prior to
harvesting tissues, recipient muscles were damaged with
notexin (21), which activates MuSCs and up-regulates
expression of the myogenic transcription factor Myf5 (7, 20).
Histological analysis of β-galactosidase (β-gal) staining
reveals that, like freshly isolated cells (7), transplanted
hydrogel cultured cells expressing Myf5 are found in the
satellite cell niche, beneath the basal lamina and atop
myofibers (Fig. 3C).
One of the defining characteristics of stem cells is their
ability to make more copies of themselves upon division, or
self-renew. Several elegant in vitro approaches have provided
strong evidence that MuSC asymmetric and symmetric
divisions occur in culture, consistent with self-renewal (4,
22–27). Our in vitro analysis of MuSC gene expression
suggests that a pliant substrate supports self-renewal. We
observe that 32% of doublets (two cells that arose from a
single cell division) in pliant microwells are positive for the
MuSC marker Pax7 (Fig. 4, A and B, and fig. S11). In
contrast, only 6% of doublets in plastic microwells have this
gene expression pattern, suggesting that a pliant substrate
enables MuSC expansion. Although gene expression data are
suggestive, an in vivo functional assay is necessary to
conclude definitively that a self-renewal division event
occurred in culture.
We show conclusively that stem cell self-renewal occurs
using an in vivo functional assay. The transplantation of
MuSCs at a population level demonstrates engraftment (Figs.
2 and 3), but does not definitively show that self-renewal
divisions occurred in culture, because the population could
include non-dividing cells which maintained stem cell
properties. Accordingly, in this experiment, we plated MuSCs
in hydrogel microwell arrays and obtained images
immediately after plating and 2-3 days after culture to
identify microwells that contained only one doublet. Doublets
from 5 microwells were picked and pooled using a
micromanipulator and 10 cells total transplanted per mouse
(Fig. 4A). A detectable BLI signal indicates engraftment
resulting from a self-renewal division event that must have
occurred in at least one of the five transplanted doublets.
Strikingly, 25% (3/12) of animals transplanted with doublets

cultured on soft substrates demonstrate detectable
engraftment (Fig. 4C) and contribution to regenerating
myofibers (Fig. 4D, top), providing in vivo functional
evidence that MuSC self-renewal division events occur in
culture on pliant substrates. In contrast, doublets grown on
rigid plastic microwells never exhibit engraftment following
transplantation (Fig. 4C; 0/14), indicating that their
regenerative potential is rapidly lost.
MuSC self-renewal on pliant hydrogel occurs even after
multiple divisions. We transplanted clones that arose from a
single cell which underwent 3-5 divisions. Remarkably, 12%
(1/8) of animals transplanted with a single clone show
engraftment, demonstrating that MuSC self-renewal capacity
is retained on pliant substrates even after multiple divisions
(Fig. 4C and 4D, bottom).
Here, we provide novel insight into the potency of tissue
rigidity, a biophysical property of the skeletal muscle
microenvironment, on stem cell fate regulation. Using a novel
single cell tracking algorithm to interrogate MuSC behaviors
at the single cell level, we demonstrate that soft substrates
enhance MuSC survival, prevent differentiation and promote
stemness. Functional assays in mice demonstrate conclusively
that pliant substrates permit MuSC self-renewal in culture.
While the underlying mechanisms remain to be elucidated,
we hypothesize that decreased rigidity preserves stemness by
altering cell shape, resulting in cytoskeletal rearrangements
and altered signaling as shown for cell lines (16). Despite the
remarkable retention of stemness in response to a single
parameter, rigidity, we anticipate further enhancement of
stemness through incorporation of additional biochemical
cues into our reductionist platform. Studies employing
biomimetic culture platforms, such as described here for
MuSCs, will broadly impact stem cell studies by facilitating
in vitro propagation while maintaining stemness and the
capacity to regenerate tissues, a critical step towards the
development of cell-based therapies.
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Fig. 1. Pliant hydrogel promotes MuSC survival and prevents
differentiation in culture. (A) PEG hydrogels with tunable
mechanical properties. Young’s modulus is linearly
correlated with precursor polymer concentration; (E; n = 4)
red circle indicates muscle elasticity. (B) Image of a pliant
PEG hydrogel on a green spatula. Scale bar, 7 mm (top).
Confocal immunofluorescence image of hydrogel
microcontact printed with laminin specifically at the bottom
of hydrogel microwells (i.e., from the “tips” of the
micropillars). Scale bar, 125 μm (bottom). (C) Dissected
tibialis anterior muscles (n = 5 animals, 10 muscles total)
were analyzed by rheometry (horizontal line indicates the
mean). (D) Gel surface protein density did not differ
significantly on PEG hydrogels of different rigidities
(Young’s modulus, E; P > 0.05) and was 7.6 ng/cm2 ± 1.0
ng/cm2 (n ≥ 4). (E) Scheme of Baxter Algorithm analysis of
timelapse videos. Hydrogel arrays with hundreds of
microwells containing single MuSCs were followed by
timelapse microscopy for 3 days. Videos were automatically
processed and analyzed (Supplemental Methods). Scale bar,
100 μm. (F) Single MuSC (black data points) velocity on
pliant or rigid culture substrates. Circles denote mean velocity
± standard deviation (P < 0.0001). (G) Change in total MuSC
number on soft (top plot) or stiff (bottom plot) substrates
during timelapse acquisition. Deaths (X) and divisions (O)
are shown and colors designate five cell generations (G1-G5).
The proportion of cells in each generation at all timepoints is
shown. Cell number is normalized to a starting population of
100 single MuSCs.
Fig. 2. Cultured MuSC engraftment is modulated by substrate
elasticity. (A) Scheme of in vivo transplantation experiments.
(B) Scatter graph of BLI values of recipient mice one month
after transplantation with 100 GFP/Fluc MuSCs after 7 day
culture on substrates of varying stiffness (left; n = 15).
Representative bioluminescence images of animals
transplanted with each culture condition are shown (right;
photons/sec/cm2/sr). (C) Percentage of animals from each
experimental condition that had a BLI value above the
engraftment threshold. Fisher’s exact test P < 0.05. (D)
Scatter graph of BLI values of recipient mice one month after
transplantation with different numbers of Fluc MuSCs
cultured for 7 days on either hydrogel (black) or plastic (red).
Representative bioluminescence images of animals
transplanted with each culture condition are shown (right;
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photons/sec/cm2/sr). (E) Percentage of total transplanted
animals in each experimental condition exhibiting a BLI
value above the engraftment threshold.
Fig. 3. Culture on pliant hydrogel promotes muscle stem cell
engraftment and niche repopulation in vivo. (A) Engraftment
of freshly isolated (black line, squares; 500 cells) and pliant
(green line, circles; 1500 cells) or rigid (red line, diamonds;
1500 cells) substrate cultured MuSCs monitored by BLI for a
period of 30 days post transplantation (P < 0.05). (B)
Immunofluorescence of GFP expression in transverse
sections of muscles one month after transplantation with
freshly isolated (left; 500 transplanted cells) or one week
pliant hydrogel cultured MuSCs (right; 2500 transplanted
cells). GFP = green, Laminin = red, and Hoechst = blue.
Scale bar, 100 μm. (C) Immunohistochemical analysis of
transverse muscle tissues one month after transplant with
pliant substrate cultured MuSCs. Arrow points to a donor
derived cell in satellite cell position. β-galactosidase = green,
Laminin = red, and Hoechst = blue. Scale bar, 50 μm.
Fig. 4. Culture on pliant hydrogel promotes muscle stem cell
self-renewal. (A) Scheme of in vivo self-renewal assay. (B)
Percentage of total doublets exhibiting a Pax7+/+ gene
signature in pliant (n = 47) or stiff (n = 32) microwells (right).
Representative image of a Pax7+/+ doublet (left). Native ZsGreen = green (i.e., Pax7), Hoechst = blue, scale bar, 20 μm.
(C) Scatter graph (left) of bioluminescent values from mice
transplanted with doublets derived from pliant (n = 12) or
stiff (n = 14) microwells or clones collected from pliant
microwells (n = 8). Images of animals with bioluminescent
values above threshold are shown (right; photons/sec/cm2/sr).
(D) Immunohistochemistry of GFP expression in transverse
sections of muscles one month after transplantation with five
MuSC doublets (top; GFP+ fibers persist ~13 mm
longitudinally) or a single clone (bottom; fibers persist ~7
mm longitudinally) cultured on pliant hydrogel. GFP = green,
Laminin = red, and Hoechst = blue. Scale bar, 100 μm.
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